Fear and fascination towards Savages in the Slums and the Colonies

In the presentation of western social and urban problems around 1900, the working class was regularly depicted as the ‘exotic other’. Literary, political and scientific writers often compared the workers with ‘wilde’, ‘demons’, ‘aborigines’, ‘beasts’: in general, as uncivilized savages. Their neighbourhoods, as mysterious as ‘Timbuctoo’ or ‘the African bush’, were described as unknown land that had to be explored. Fascinated by this terra incognita, many members of the higher middle class went slumming to observe these poor, exotic ‘others’.

Either out of sensation or indignation, these writers-explorers felt a moral obligation, based upon the idea of a Christian or humanitarian duty, to transform these uncivilized workers into a civilized group of co-citizens. Within the descriptions and definitions of the problems of these ‘others’, emotions played a central part: fear and sensation, empathy and disgust, curiosity and arousal triggered the men and women to explore this unknown world, to proclaim their findings and to develop solutions.

At first sight, the links of this slumming with the so-called White man’s burden towards the inhabitants of the colonies are striking. Leading question in this paper is if this comparison is justified. Were the emotions that lead both groups of explorers indeed similar? And can the moral base on which the working class and the indigenous ‘other’ was defined be labelled as identical?
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